Uncover Active Directory vulnerabilities before attackers do.

With access to Active Directory or Azure AD, threat actors can gain dominance over your entire infrastructure. Unleash Purple Knight—a free AD and Azure AD security assessment tool built by identity security experts—to close security gaps that leave your hybrid AD environment open to cyberattackers.

Spot Active Directory vulnerabilities before attackers do. Find AD and Azure AD security gaps with Purple Knight. Perform a comprehensive set of tests against the most common and effective attack vectors to find risky configurations and security vulnerabilities.

Prioritize AD and Azure AD security gaps for remediation. Gain visibility into your hybrid AD security posture with the Purple Knight report. See your AD and Azure AD security scores in seven categories, plus get prescriptive guidance from identity security experts to help you prioritize remediation efforts.

Fix AD and Azure AD security vulnerabilities that attackers can exploit. Use Purple Knight's prioritized, expert guidance to systematically address AD and Azure AD misconfigurations and unpatched vulnerabilities—for example, admin accounts with old passwords and enabled admin accounts that are inactive.

Validate hybrid AD security posture over time. Run Purple Knight periodically to guard against misconfigurations that can accumulate over time and degrade hybrid AD environment security if left unchecked. Use the results to align your security strategy with industry frameworks including MITRE ATT&CK, MITRE D3FEND, ANSSI, and others.

10,000+ downloads (and counting!)

130+ security indicators

45% attack surface reduction

AD and Azure AD security report card with scores across seven categories

130+ pre- and post-attack security indicators for AD and Azure AD

Community-driven updates from our expert team of threat researchers

Prioritized guidance for closing security gaps from AD and Azure AD security experts

Correlation with MITRE ATT&CK, MITRE D3FEND, ANSSI, and other frameworks
Purple Knight scans your on-premises Active Directory and Azure Active Directory environment and generates a security score based on indicators of exposure (IOEs) and indicators of compromise (IOCs) across seven categories.

Use 130+ security indicators to uncover vulnerabilities in AD and Azure AD

Purple Knight scans for known vulnerabilities and emerging threats discovered by our team of expert identity threat researchers.

Indicators of exposure (IOEs)
Scan your hybrid AD environment to uncover risky configurations that attackers can easily exploit.

Indicators of compromise (IOCs)
Shine a light on evidence of compromise, which can signal an in-progress cyberattack in your AD or Azure AD environment.

“Purple Knight has given us insight into the network that we wouldn’t have otherwise. It’s an invaluable resource!”

John Hallenberger
Systems Administrator, Fox C-6 Schools (Arnold, MO)
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About Semperis
For security teams charged with defending hybrid and multi-cloud environments, Semperis ensures the integrity and availability of critical enterprise directory services at every step in the cyber kill chain and cuts recovery time by 90%. Purpose-built for securing hybrid Active Directory environments, Semperis’ patented technology protects over 50 million identities from cyberattacks, data breaches, and operational errors. The world’s leading organizations trust Semperis to spot directory vulnerabilities, intercept cyberattacks in progress, and quickly recover from ransomware and other data integrity emergencies. Semperis is headquartered in Hoboken, New Jersey, and operates internationally, with its research and development team distributed throughout the United States, Canada, and Israel.

Semperis hosts the award-winning Hybrid Identity Protection conference and podcast series (www.hipconf.com) and built the free Active Directory security assessment tool, Purple Knight (www.purple-knight.com). The company has received the highest level of industry accolades, recently named to Inc. Magazine’s list of best workplaces for 2022 and ranked the fastest-growing cybersecurity company in America by the Financial Times. Semperis is a Microsoft Enterprise Cloud Alliance, Co-Sell partner, and a member of the Microsoft Intelligent Security Association (MISA).